The Ambition: A Novel

A corrupt judge in a mob murder case. A
disillusioned pastor, hungry for power. A
cynical reporter, sniffing for a scandal. A
gambling addict whose secret tape
threatens the lives of everyone who hears
it. New York Times bestselling author Lee
Strobel weaves these edgy characters into
an intricate thriller set in a gleaming,
suburban
megachurch,
a
big-city
newspaper struggling for survival, and the
shadowy corridors of political intrigue. The
unexpected climax is as gripping as the
contract killing that punctuates the opening
scene.

Probably the shortest truly ambitious work is Wittgensteins Tractatus .. Frederic Christie, Novel Writer, Sociologist and
Former English Tutor. Answered Aug 5 The Ambition: A Novel When you pick up Lee Strobels latest book, you might
be wondering where the words, The Case for have gone.This fine novel by a leading Internet commentator and analyst
of the courts provides disquieting insight into the secretive world of federal judges and theirSummary: A corrupt judge
vying for a seat in the U.S. Senate must contend with incriminating evidence held by a desperate lawyer, a pastor using
hisAmbition is the first novel by Julie Burchill published in 1989 hardback and 1990 paperback, ISBN 9780552135580.
It tells the story of the ambitious if Frankly, the way the book ends CLEARLY positions The Ambition as the first in a
series of novels from Strobel. I honestly hope so. Strobel is aGrand Ambition: A Novel [Lisa Michaels] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. An absorbing, affecting and beautifully written novel. ?NewThe Ambition has 1144
ratings and 176 reviews. mari said: Filled with Lee Strobels The Ambition may not be a mainstream novel, but its
intriguing setup andA novel revealing the ambitions within a newspaper empire, by a well known and outspoken
journalist. This is the story of Susan Streets fight for the top job, andEditorial Reviews. Review. Bestselling nonfiction
writer Strobel (The Case for Christ) makes his The Ambition: A Novel - Kindle edition by Lee Strobel.All about The
Ambition: A Novel by Lee Strobel. LibraryThing is a cataloging and social networking site for booklovers.The
Ambition: A Novel Audiobook [Download] (9780310773504) by Lee Strobel.
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